DISCLAIMER
NO INVESTMENT ADVICE

The Content is for informational purposes only, you should not construe any such information or other
material as legal, tax, investment, financial, or other advice. Nothing contained on our Site constitutes a
solicitation, recommendation, endorsement, or offer by $FATCAT or any third party service provider to buy or
sell any securities or other financial instruments in this or in in any other jurisdiction in which such solicitation
or offer would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction.
All Content on this site is information of a general nature and does not address the circumstances of any
particular individual or entity. Nothing in the Site constitutes professional and/or financial advice, nor does
any information on the Site constitute a comprehensive or complete statement of the matters discussed or
the law relating thereto. $FATCAT is not a fiduciary by virtue of any person’s use of or access to the Site or
Content. You alone assume the sole responsibility of evaluating the merits and risks associated with the use of
any information or other Content on the Site before making any decisions based on such information or other
Content. In exchange for using the Site, you agree not to hold $FATCAT, its affiliates or any third party service
provider liable for any possible claim for damages arising from any decision you make based on information
or other Content made available to you through the Site.

$FATCAT
VERY MEOW, MUCH RICH
INTRODUCTION
$FATCAT is a MEME advertising token based on smartBCH. The token is supposed to be fun
and encourage the community to use the $FATCAT logo, to create memes and to spread
them around the world.

OBJECTIVE OF THE TOKEN
The aim of the token is to become the main meme token for the smartBCH community. It
should be used as a funny advertising GAG for smartBCH, so to speak, in order to bring as
many people as possible, who are interested in crypto currency, into the community of
smartBCH and at the same time, cause a stir. The more people we can get interested in
smartBCH together, the greater the benefit for all of us.
It is not the aim to compete with any other smartBCH token.
Later, it will be possible to integrate $FATCAT into games such as a smartBCH casino.

WHY $ FATCAT AND NOT DOGE?
The $FATCAT logo was specially developed to give smartBCH a cute and concise face. In order to achieve this goal, a
professional designer, who has already worked for international companies, was asked for advice. Several people were
also asked which animals they like the most and find the funniest. In addition, this animal had to be known everywhere
and have a good reputation. People therefore need to be able to look at this logo and be able to put into context with
smartBCH. The result is today's $FATCAT logo.
Here you can see a graph of which countries have the most cats:

Source: https://www.statista.com/chart/10267/which-countries-have-the-most-cat-owners/

Within 5 days, 1,150 members of the Telegram group have already joined. The rush is great and therefore, according to
various forecasts by some members, it will grow. There are also 221 user-made MEMEs based on $FATCAT.

Source: https://telemetr.io/en/channels/1791021720-fatcatbch

$FATCAT TOKENOMICS

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

CONCLUSION
We are committed to promoting $FATCAT as well as possible so that $FATCAT receives a
real UseCase. We don't want $FATCAT to be used purely as a trading tool.
Above all, it is important to us that the entire smartBCH community benefits from
$FATCAT. We think, that smartBCH is a future-oriented technology and could become one
of the blockchain-networks of the future. The more attention we generate, the more likely
it will also be, that serious projects will be built on smartBCH and thus the value of the
currency will also rise, as with ETH.

LET’S BE AWESOME
VERY MEOW, MUCH RICH
CHEERS

